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Old Dallas High School 
Redevelopment
Neighborhood:
Downtown

Program:
Residential

Live O
ak St.

Creating direct access points into the park in order to foster active use rather than 
passive interaction - Creating direct access opportunities to the park from the residences 
helps promote active regular use, which promotes safety of the park and adjacent areas. 

Downtown Dallas 360
Chapter 3, Chapter 4

Forward Dallas!
Section 5 [urban design element]

Policy References
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Context Description
The site is located in the Thanksgiving Commercial Center of downtown. Old Dallas High School, 
later known as Krozier Tech, is located on the site and will be redeveloped as a component of the 
residential development. The Pearl DART Station is also located at the front door to the site as well 
as a proposed improvement an existing greenspace along Pearl. The the south of the site is John 
W. Carpenter park, also slated for future expansion to the southern edge of the development. 

Site security has been expressed as a major consideration by the development team and thus 
the addition of a security fence has been proposed for portions of the site. Through previous 
conversations with the Design Studio, it has been shared that designing in a way that secures 
direct access from residential buildings to the park the and DART station, with obvious and 
inviting entry points, is critical to the future development’s potential to become a better 
connected development with its neighborhood.

Responding to adjacent connections and view corridors - Facade should respond to 
Leonard street view corridor to the arts district through building form, facade treatment 
and/or detailing. The Leonard St. corridor has much potential for development. Setting up 
a strong terminus helps to create an activity center and encourages future development. 
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Balance ownerships desire for site security with the need for walkable pedestrian 
connection and integration into the neighborhood  - The development should be 
designed to adapt to increased desire for walkability and connectivity to the adjacent 
neighborhood. Items to consider are usable ground level entries, stoops and porches, 
active uses at the ground level, and regular access points to the public sidewalk, adjacent 
parks and DART station. 
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John W Carpenter Park
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Masking or treating the exposed face of parking garage - The parking garage, located 
on the southern edge of the site, should be treated in a way that softens its appearance. 
As the garage will be visible along Live Oak when entering downtown from the east, it 
will have a high visual impact on the corridor. 
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